It is important to represent MPEG-4 BIFS with LASeR format to service the existing MPEG-4 scene in mobile environments. In this paper, a new method is suggested that watermark is inserted in the conversion process of 3D graphic nodes in MPEG-4 BIFS into LASeR 2D graphic nodes. This method uses the procedures to process z-axis coordinate value in order to process 3D nodes in BIFS and to process 3D coordinate conversion like rotation, movement and expansion. This proposed watermarking algorithm has good performance against various cropping attacks and demonstrated by experiments.
Introduction
MPEG-4 contents [1] use a scene description language called BIFS(Binary Format for Scene) to express the multimedia scene more effectively. BIFS was selected as a standard technology format for graphic data and interactive contents for DMB(Digital Multimedia Broadcasting). BIFS is a binary format and can express audio/visual objects, spatiotemporal information, and event information [2] . Because it supports both two-dimensional objects and three-dimensional objects, it is advantageous in that it provides rich media. It is difficult to adapt BIFS in limited environments such as the Web or mobile device, though. With a stimulated DMB service, it becomes very important to service rich interactive media in various environments, and to conduct a study that would enable MPEG-4 contents to be played on the Web and mobile environments. MPEG-4 BIFS is targeting PC environments, but LASeR is targeting mobile environments, and can express only 2D graphic based on SVG, and has simple specifications [3, 4] . To process more light-weighted resources, LASeR uses SVG which is 2D graphic language of W3C to express graphic animation. Therefore, it has limited scene description and scene information can be easily converted to other graphic formats. Because of these reasons, various researches are being conducted to convert to MPEG-4 LASeR format in order that MPEG-4 contents can be played in mobile terminals [5, 6] .
In this research, XMT-A nodes except 3D nodes were mapped into LASeR nodes through XSLT process. Reason why only 2D nodes are converted in this study is 2D graphic related nodes in MPEG-4 BIFS can be converted into LASeR because LASeR uses 2D graphic language, SVG, but the conversion is difficult because LASeR doesn't support 3D related nodes. But, in order to express MPEG-4 rich media in mobile environment, expression and conversion of 3D node using LASeR is important. Using Ko [7] 's method, a method is suggested that watermark is inserted in the conversion process of 3D graphic nodes in MPEG-4 BIFS into LASeR 2D graphic nodes in this paper. This method uses the procedures to process z-axis coordinate value in order to process 3D nodes in BIFS and to process 3D coordinate conversion like rotation, movement and expansion. And, 3D coordinate values in BIFS and transform nodes are processed and subsequently, Z-axis values are processed as 2D attribute values through projection transformation of calculated values.
This proposed watermarking algorithm has good performance against various cropping attacks and demonstrated by experiments. Composition of this paper is as follows. In chapter 2, explains watermarking scheme of sphere object bsed on MPEG-4 LASeR. In chapter 3, implemented results of suggested algorithm are to be analyzed. Finally in chapter 4, future study subjects are to be described and conclusion is to be made.
Watermarking Scheme of Sphere Object Based on MPEG-4 LASeR
This chapter will explain the method that insert digital watermark in the procedure where Sphere objects of BIFS and parent nodes(Transform node, Material node) are transformed into LASeR nodes.
Sphere node generates 7 reference coordinate values to express the Sphere as attribute values and radius. Figure 1 shows properties of Sphere node and reference coordinates on Sphere node to express LASeR. Step 1: Extract the properties of 3D geometry objects in BIFS.
Step 2: Calculate 7 reference coordinates which compose Sphere using Radius attribute values of Sphere node. P0= (0, 0, 0), P1 = (-r, 0, 0), P2 = (r, 0, 0), P3 = (0, 0, r), P4= (0, 0, -r), P5 = (0, r, 0), P6 = (0, -r, 0)
Step 3: Calculate the locations where physical objects are expressed through location movement, rotation and expansion using location movement information, rotation information and expansion information which are in BIFS Transform node.
Step 4: Project and convert 3D coordinates to 2D coordinates and execute the conversion of coordinate system in acquired 2D coordinates and express as one svg : circle. Insert watermarks as follows using 3D reference coordinates which were used at this moment.
if (3D reference coordinate value of z-axis < 0) then watermark=1 Else watermark=0;
Step 5: Express as LASeR node using converted 2D coordinates on step 4.
Experimental Results
After cropping attack, one part of the watermarked 3D model is cut off and thus lost. This attack happens when we create a new model by combining parts extracted from several other objects. Figure 2 illustrates experimental results after various cropping attacks.
Conclusion
This paper proposed a new and robust watermarking scheme based on LASeR format for 3D models. LASeR is targeting mobile environments, and can express only 2D graphic based on SVG, and has simple specifications. MPEG-4 BIFS can represent 2D and 3D graphics, but LASeR supports only 2D nodes, so its inability to represent the 3D geometry nodes of BIFS with LASeR is a problem, as representation and conversion to 3D nodes is important in representing the rich media of MPEG-4 in mobile environments. To represent MPEG-4 BIFS 3D graphic nodes with LASeR 2D graphic nodes, two-dimensional coordinate values were produced by converting the coordinates and projections of the BIFS 3D nodes, for the LASeR 2D node mapping and representation of the BIFS 3D geometry nodes.
A new methodology has been developed to insert watermark in the conversion process of 3D graphic nodes in MPEG-4 BIFS into LASeR 2D graphic nodes. Experiments show that the proposed scheme has good imperceptibility and is able to resist against common attacks such as mesh simplification, cropping as well as a combination of these attacks.
